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Biologicals Management

Cheryl McIntyre & Brittany Deeter, BCCDC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hello and welcome to this Biologicals management training. 
The goals of this session are to provide a review of vaccine management concepts that will be helpful for new employees, to highlight changes made to the 2005 Vaccine Stability Chart and to provide some data that illustrates where and how we can work to reduce wastage in the system.
 Vaccine wastage incidents are often a result of systems rather than individual errors, in pursuit of better systems and processes we will also be reviewing the forms and processes associated with wastage reduction. This is also why we encourage you to provide feedback to your Biological Products Consultant and to the BCCDC so that we can  fully understand how systems impact the front line.

Some of you may have seen a portion of these slides before, we have included them again so that this presentation will be as comprehensive as possible.
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Presentation outline:


 

Cold chain overview


 

BPM & BPC


 

What contributes to vaccine wastage?


 

Cold Chain Breaks in transit from BCCDC Pharmacy


 

Cold Chain Breaks in the field


 

Expiry


 

Surplus vaccine
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Cold Chain



 

As health professionals we need to ensure that we 
are providing an effective product.



 

Vaccines are damaged by exposure to excessive 
cold, heat or light



 

Vaccines have an “expiry” date 


 

Loss of vaccine potency and damage to vaccines


 

risk of adverse events


 

failure to protect = increased risk of disease


 

loss of public confidence in vaccine programs


 

Supply of vaccines 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Need to maintain vaccine integrity from the time it is released by the manufacturer until it is administered to the client.
Vaccines can be damaged, and damage is cumulative. There is a need to ensure that an effective product is being used. Vaccine failures caused by administration of compromised vaccine may result in the re-emergence or occurrence of vaccine preventable disease.
• Careful management of resources is important. Vaccines are expensive and can be in short supply. Loss of vaccines may result in the cancellation of immunization clinics resulting in lost opportunities to immunize.
• Revaccination of people who have received an ineffective vaccine is professionally uncomfortable and may cause a loss of public confidence in vaccines and/or the health care system. i.e. hep b
- VSC demonstrates that many vaccines however, are much more stable then was previously thought. Warming is generally not harmful, freezing is. 
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Why now?

4,100 doses* of 
traditional vaccine (polio 
and measles vaccines 
pictured here). 
$635.50** 

625 doses* of new 
vaccine (rotavirus 
vaccine pictured here). 

$4,687.50** 
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100 infants



 

300 doses INFANRIX 
hexa



 

300 doses Prevnar


 

200 doses Neis Vac C


 

100 doses Varicella


 

200 doses MMR


 

100 doses Pediacel

Total = $ 42,768.00

Presenter
Presentation Notes
New and increasingly complex vaccines lead to higher costs. For these 100 children the total cost = $41,100
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Biological Product Consultants



 

Decision making regarding vaccine safety 
and efficacy following cold chain incidents



 

Staff training for cold chain management


 

Confirmation that criteria are met for vaccines 
being returned for redistribution



 

Stability Chart (Oct 2009) and Addendum 
(2009)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
They are at the HSDA level. The biological product consultants have been in place for some time, however as more information becomes available about vaccine stability their responsibility has been broadened. 
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Biological Product Monitors



 

Ordering vaccines


 

Receiving and storing vaccines; monitoring 
inventory



 

Tracking cold chain incidents and vaccine 
“history”



 

Temperature monitoring 2X daily


 

Refrigerator maintenance Know your 
refrigerator !

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Health Unit office level 
This is a brief outline of the role of the BPM. 
This is the person who needs to “know the refrigerator and its contents – and this is not a casual relationship – but one that needs to be “up close and personal”
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Vaccine wastage



 

Wastage goal: 3%
Wastage Rates Fiscal Years 2005/06 to 2009/10 YTD--End of Q3
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wastage rates have been improving since the creation of the vaccine wastage reduction working group and the vaccine stability chart the rates are much lower this year, which represents both and decrease in wastage and an increase in the overall amount of vaccine shipped due to H1N1 (the denominator went up).
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What contributes to wastage?  



 

Cold chain breaks- in transit


 

Cold chain breaks- in the field 


 

Vaccine expiring in the field


 

Surplus vaccine ordered
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Returns by reason

Percent of Total Value of Returns by Reason 
(FY2009/10 YTD)

CCB (Field)
31%

CCB (Transit)
16%

Expired
36%

Surplus
17%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cold Chain Breaks account for 47% of vaccine wastage and other reasons 53%
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Cold chain breaks in transit
 (BCCDC-

 
Field offices)

Receiving vaccines
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Cold Chain Breaks in Transit



 

Reefer trucks, vaccine ordering schedule


 

Monitoring temperature during travel to the 
HA



 

Cold chain break indicators


 

Reading and returning temptales



 

Reporting cold chain breaks in transit


 

Packing and returning all vaccines correctly


 

Vaccine tracking after a first strike


 

PSLS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Changes that have been made in the shipping of vaccines from BCCDC to the field process include:
Greater use of reefer trucks
Standard delivery schedules
Consistent TempTale use

Breaks between BCCDC and the field used to account for 35% of wastage, this has been greatly reduced through the above mentioned measures.
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Reefer trucks and scheduling



 

Time between deliveries may impact the 
supply of vaccine to be ordered



 

Knowing the reefer truck schedule, 
particularly in remote communities is 
important as there may be significant time 
between deliveries 
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Monitoring temperature in travel



 

One time use temperature indicator


 

Warm indicators, also known as time and temperature 
indicators are made for single use only. Warm indicators 
that are appropriate for vaccine shipping have an activation 
temperature of +10°C and a run-out time of 48 hours to 7 
days. 



 

Cold indicators are made for single use only. Do not 
indicate the length of time vaccine has been exposed to 
temperatures less than 0 degrees. Cold indicators 
appropriate for vaccine shipping have an activation 
temperature of 0°C (break when the liquid freezes).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vaccine monitoring device depends on mode of travel. Warm and cold indicators are used only in courier shipments- at a higher risk for a break than shipments from the reefer truck (temperature not controlled in the courier van & time is unpredictable.)
Ensure that any indicators purchased for use in the field freeze at 0 not 4 degrees (don’t buy -4 indicator because hep b freezes at 0.5)
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Monitoring temperature: Reading and 
returning Temp tales
Unpack and refrigerate biological products immediately upon 

their arrival. 


 

Check for evidence of physical damage, freezing or excessive 
heat. Remove the temperature monitoring® device from shipping 
box immediately & stop it. 



 

Read the TempTale ® & Return the TempTale® monitoring 
device immediately in the prepaid bubble envelope (enclosed 
with shipment) to BCCDC. 



 

Inform your Biological Products Consultant when products have 
been quarantined and await instruction regarding use of the 
products from BCCDC Vaccine and Pharmacy Services. 
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Quarantining vaccine
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Instructions for TempTale4 Temperature Monitoring Device (TT4TMD) 
1. Remove the TempTale monitor from the shipping box immediately. 
2. Check the LCD display window. 
If a “sunshine” symbol appears in the top left corner, this indicates the device is still recording the temperatures. Proceed to STEP 3. 
If no “sunshine” symbol appears, this likely indicates the TempTale was not started at BCCDC – QUARANTINE the contents of the shipment immediately in the refrigerator and label. DO NOT USE. Contact the Biologicals Desk, tel: (604) 707-2582, who will provide direction regarding vaccine use after review of the refrigerated truck records. 
Proceed to STEP 6 to return the TempTale to BCCDC. 
3. Firmly press and hold the red “STOP” button located in the bottom right corner of the TempTale device for 3 seconds. 
A “stop sign” will appear in the top right hand corner of the LCD display window indicating the device has now stopped recording the temperatures. 
If no other symbol appears on the display window (i.e. only the stop sign is seen), this indicates the shipment was sent under cold chain conditions and is OKAY TO USE. Proceed to STEP 4. 
If a “bell” symbol (alarm) appears in the bottom right corner of the LCD display, this indicates the shipment was exposed to temperatures outside of the +0.5° to +8°C range. 
QUARANTINE the contents of the shipment box immediately in the refrigerator – they cannot be used until further notice from BCCDC. Keep these contents segregated from other useable inventory while you await a BCCDC response. If more than one box needs to be quarantined, keep them separated from each other as well. Proceed to STEP 4. 
4. Press the green “START” button to view and record the transit temperature history. Information will appear in the window as five separate displays, one after another. These numbers indicate 
average temperature, 
high (Hi-) temperature, 
high (Hi-) temperature duration, 
low (Lo-) temperature, and 
low (Lo-) temperature duration. 
Record the information from (a) through (e) on the TT4TMD form. NOTE: Pressing the “START” button again will repeat the display of these readings. Complete the entire form. 
5. Fax the TT4TMD form immediately to the Biologicals Desk at (604) 707-2581. 
6. Return the TempTale4 monitor(s) immediately to BCCDC in the provided prepaid bubble envelope. Enclose a copy of the completed TT4TMD form. 
7. Once BCCDC receives the device, the information is downloaded and a consult is provided back as early as possible, if required. 
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Cold Chain Incident
From

BCCDC to Health Authority

Warm/Cold Indicator 
activated

TempTale alarmed

Consult with BCCDC 
Biologicals desk

NO Inform your 
BPC

Ship the TempTale back to 
BCCDC securely in the pre- 
paid bubble wrap envelope to 
be downloaded and analyzed.

Quarantine affected vaccine in 
the refrigerator.

Label “Do Not Use”

Quarantine affected vaccine in 
the refrigerator.

Label “Do Not Use”

Complete the 
TempTale Form 

(sent with the 
vaccine) and fax to 

BCCDC at 604-707- 
2515. 

Obtain determination of vaccine 
usability from BCCDC Pharmacy

Are the vaccines 
useable?

Inform your 
BPC

Remove vaccines from quarantine.
Label as being exposed to first cold 

chain incident.
Maintain a history of exposure for 

affected vaccines.
Use affected vaccine first.

Complete the Field Return Form 
and fax to BCCDC  at 604-707- 
2581 for authorization number.

Group like vaccines, and lot 
numbers in box.

Return vaccines to BCCDC.
Do not maintain cold chain.

YES

604-707-2580

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the newest draft of the Cold chain Incident (CCI) algorithm. It is important to note that there is no need to complete a CCI form- as this will be taken care of by Pharmacy since the break occurred while the vaccine was under our care. 

How do you note this at the health authority level if there has been a first strike “red dot” incident? What record keeping processes are in place for these vaccines?
What works/ what doesn’t work?
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Completing field return forms:
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Packing and returning all vaccines 
correctly


 

Pack the vials in a box with packing material to avoid 
breakage. Returned unusable vaccine is not 
considered to be hazardous material, so no special 
warning signs or special handling notices are 
necessary.



 

Keeping “like with like” is important to the reconciling 
process (Cam says, “Thanks!”)



 

An exception would be vaccines which have been 
drawn up in a syringe for administration. Do not return 
these vaccines but report them on the Wasted Vaccine 
Return Form as “destroyed”. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cold chain does not to be maintained.  
Cam is a pharmacy technician who unpacks and reconciles the vaccines at BCCDC.

Pre-filled syringes with needles still in the manufacturer’s packaging are acceptable; however, do not return any syringes with needles attached that are not covered. Also, do not return any broken vials. 
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Vaccine tracking after a first strike



 

Vaccines that have been exposed to a temperature 
outside the recommended range in transit from BCCDC 
to the field should be labeled with a red dot. BCCDC 
Vaccine and Pharmacy Services will supply the 
temperature and duration information for this incident to 
the field. 



 

Develop a protocol within the HA for labeling products 
that have subsequent exposures to temperatures outside 
the 0°C to +8°C range.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clearly label biological products that have had a cold chain incident, but are subsequently deemed to be usable. Develop a system to track vaccines exposed to a cold chain incident, including the temperature and the duration of the exposure.

Also: Vaccines that have been exposed to a temperature outside the recommended range in transit from the manufacturer to BCCDC will be labeled with a yellow dot. BCCDC Vaccine and Pharmacy Services will provide the details of this initial exposure when these vaccines are shipped to the field.
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Patient Safety and Learning System



 

Cold Chain breaks in transit entered into the 
database



 

Initiated by TempTale reports and manifest


 

Entered and approved by Pharmacy


 

Breaks then analyzed for:


 

Transportation used


 

Root cause


 

Maximum/ minimum temperature exposure


 

Duration of exposure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we noted before, there is no CCI form filled out by the BPM if vaccine is exposed on route to HA. Instead the data from the temptale and the Pharmacy decision are entered into PSLS. 
Allows for analysis of breaks, with goal of improving patient safety- reported to pharmacy and VWRWG
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Cold chain breaks in the field

Section 1: Preventing and interpreting Cold Chain Breaks in 
the field

From: http://www.phac-aspc.gc.ca/publicat/2007/nvshglp- 
ldemv/index-eng.php

http://www.phac-aspc.gc.ca/publicat/2007/nvshglp-ldemv/index-eng.php
http://www.phac-aspc.gc.ca/publicat/2007/nvshglp-ldemv/index-eng.php
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Preventing and interpreting CCB in the 
field



 

Vaccine storage equipment evaluation and purchasing


 

Purchasing


 

Maintenance 


 

Planning for equipment failure



 

Vaccine storage practices


 

Temperature monitoring


 

Vaccine packing for transit (ambient temperature, mass clinics)



 

Vaccine Stability Chart


 

Use 


 

Reporting of decisions



 

Reporting Cold Chain Breaks


 

Returning to BCCDC after a fatal break

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vaccine packing for transit (ambient temperature, mass clinics)
Equipment evaluation and purchasing
Equipment maintenance, phasing out old equipment 
Planning for equipment failure
Vaccine Stability Chart- use and reporting of decisions
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Cold Chain Incidents
Cold Chain Breaks by Reason Calendar Year 2009
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Temperatures


 

Most incidents < 25°

Percentage of Cold Chain Incidents by Temperature Range
(Calendar Years 2006-2008)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The majority of the Cold chain breaks are within 8 & 15 degrees.
The majority of vaccine involved in this type of break would be determined to be usable- as interpreted by the BPC using the Vaccine stability chart.
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Vaccine storage equipment evaluation and 
purchasing


 

What to purchase


 

Fridges


 

Data loggers


 

Min/ max thermometers


 

Maintaining equipment


 

Vaccine storage practices 


 

Monitoring temperature


 

Packing vaccines for transit


 

Planning for failures

Presenter
Presentation Notes
35% of breaks and 62% of the value of breaks are due to equipment malfunction- we will do a quick run down of how and what to select to minimize this possible source of breaks. 

Choose the fridge appropriate to the number of vaccines you generally have
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Purchasing:
Gold standard 
1) Temperature regulation
2) Defrost mechanism
3) Spatial temperature differential
4) Effects of changes in ambient 

temperature
5) Temperature recovery

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why purchase a Purpose built refrigerator?
Vaccine storage units must be selected carefully and used properly. Any refrigerator or
freezer used for vaccine storage must
• Be able to maintain required vaccine storage temperatures through all seasons.
• Be large enough to hold the year’s highest monthly inventory, including influenza season.
• Have a calibrated thermometer or data logger inside each storage compartment.
• Be dedicated to the storage of vaccines only.
• Be placed in a secure location away from unauthorized and public access.
TEMPERATURE REGULATION:
-The temperature regulation mechanism in a purpose-built vaccine refrigerator has a very tight temperature tolerance and a quick reaction time to temperatures outside of the set range. A temperature probe for the temperature control is usually located in the path of the return airflow, thereby measuring the temperature of the warmest air in the refrigerator.
DEFROST MECHANSIM: can remove ice from the evaporator without raising the temperature in the unit. There is a small heating element wrapped
around the evaporator coils that has the capacity to melt the frost off the evaporator frequently. This feature prevents the lengthy periods of time needed for defrosting in
other refrigerator designs. This method of regular defrosting also prevents fluctuations of temperatures within the unit.
SPATIAL TEMPERATURE DIFFERENTIAL:
The spatial temperatures are tightly controlled in purpose-built vaccine refrigerators. The forced air circulation helps to keep internal temperatures within a range even when
the ambient temperature changes. There is constant fan-forced air circulation within the refrigerated compartments. Generally, the temperature does not vary within the storage area from the set point.
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE CHANGES: The forced air circulation helps to keep internal temperatures within a range even when
the ambient temperature changes.
TEMPERATURE RECOVERY:
The temperature is digitally managed in purpose-built refrigerators. Any deviation in temperatures from the pre-set one is sensed very rapidly

DRAWBACKS ARE: GLASS DOORS LET IN LIGHT- MUST PROTECT VACCINES WITH ANOTHER LAYER
GLASS DOOR LETS TEMPERATURE RISE V. QUICKLY IN POWER FAILURES. 
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Domestic Frost Free 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Domestic frost free refrigerators are acceptable, but must be modified for the following reasons.
• Thermostats are generally slow to react to increases in temperatures and have a wide temperature tolerance.
• It is difficult to accurately set temperature.
• No air is circulated when the compressor is off.
• Defrost function can cause temperature fluctuations.

Avoid unnecessarily opening the refrigerator door. 
How many times do you estimate YOUR FRIDGE IS OPENED?
The World Health Organization recommends door openings be minimized to
not more than four times a day. Installing an inexpensive Velcro™ latch from a hardware store can help ensure that the door is not
accidentally left ajar. 

Combined refrigerator and freezer units use a cooling system that directs cold air from the freezer compartment into the main refrigerator compartment. Therefore, be careful when adjusting the freezer temperature because this will affect the temperature of the air venting into the refrigerator compartment. Without careful and frequent temperature monitoring inside the refrigerator compartment, there is a danger of freezing the refrigerated vaccines.

• The air vent location; the location of air vents differ by manufacturer. Vaccines
should be kept away from the air vent to avoid potential freezing. Generally the
air from the evaporator is below 0°C.
• How changes in ambient temperature affect internal temperature.
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Data Loggers:



 

Data logger provides real time continuous 
history of vaccine temperature including time 
data for exposures



 

Libero preferred in field testing


 

Temptale® used in Reefer truck shipments 
from BCCDC



 

Smart button in use in FNIH

Presenter
Presentation Notes
YOU MAY WISH TO CHANGE THIS BASED ON THE PRODUCT YOU HAVE PURCHASED.
Report on partner net- what are your experiences with these in the field if you have purchased?

LIBERO: USB download in the field, can be interpreted by BPC, Uses free software, Automatically generates a report, Accurate to +/- 0.2 º
   TEMPTALE: USB cannot be downloaded in the field- is shipped back to BCCDC pharmacy for determinations
	-may have a USB compatible model in the near future, less accurate
	- accurate to .22 degrees, 
   SMART BUTTON: accurate to .5 degree, requires additional hardware purchase to interpret information
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Min-Max Thermometers:



 

Data mixed from field trials


 

VWR Sentry Min/Max memory Thermometers 
generally preferred had a recessed button 
design and an easily read display



 

+/- 1°C sensitivity


 

Accuracy is important

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Digital thermometers with a min/max feature are easy to read because they display a number indicating the temperature and do not require interpretation. 
Temperature fluctuations outside the recommended range can be detected by referring to the minimum and maximum temperature readings. The digital thermometer must be reset regularly (after properly recording temperatures) for meaningful readings.
A limitation of min/max thermometers is that readings do not indicate when the exposure occurred and the exact length of time the vaccines were exposed to the out of range temperatures.

Regardless of the product you use, nothing replaces the 2x daily check of the fridge.

Slush test- has anyone tried this?
The accuracy of a thermometer can be checked using the following test. This test should
be done at least once a year.
1) Fill a polystyrene or plastic cup two-thirds with cold water. Place the cup in the
freezer until a fine layer of ice forms on top and a small section of ice forms within
the fluid (about 2 hours). If ice is present, this ensures the mixture is 0°C.
2) Place the temperature probe in the middle of the cup (do not touch the sides).
3) Observe the temperature after 2 minutes. The temperature should drop to 0°C
within 2 minutes. replace the battery and test
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Maintaining Equipment: 
Maintenance planning



 

Maintenance log book should be kept for 
each piece of equipment, reminder systems 
should be in place to ensure that tasks are 
completed on a daily/ weekly/ quarterly basis



 

BPM to follow up?


 

Ensure staff aware to protect vaccine supply 
first

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How is maintenance planning done in your HA?
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Fridge and thermometer maintenance:


 

Daily Maintenance Tasks


 

Quarterly Maintenance



 

Thermometer


 

calibration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fridge: An equipment logbook should contain the following records of each piece of equipment:
• Date of installment
• Equipment instructions and list of routine maintenance tasks
• Dates of any routine tasks performed (e.g. cleaning)
• Dates of repairs or servicing
• The name of the person, company and contact information (operational and after
hours) of the company providing service
Daily Maintenance Tasks: Check the internal temperature, Check that the doors are closed
Quarterly Maintenance: Clean the coils and motor, Clean the refrigerator and freezer compartments
Annual maintenance is recommended in the manual.

Thermometer: center of the compartment away from the coils, walls, door, floor, and fan, and the temperature probe should be placed in the vaccine box.
Thermometers should be checked annually to ensure:
• Temperature measurement is accurate.
• Batteries are functioning. Maintain and change batteries as recommended by the
manufacturer, keeping in mind warranty requirements.
• Cables or probes are not damaged.
• An adequate supply of graph paper and ink pens for chart recorders.
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Vaccine Storage Practices:
 Monitoring temperature

http://www.phac-aspc.gc.ca/publicat/2007/nvshglp-ldemv/index-eng.php

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MANAGING THE FRIDGE:
All refrigerators should be set to +5C
-place thermometer; center of the compartment away from the coils,
walls, door, floor, and fan, and the temperature probe should be placed in the vaccine box.
-Limiting access to the thermostat reduces the risk that the temperatures will be adjusted inappropriately. This can be encouraged by placing a sign on or near the thermostat saying, ““Do not adjust refrigerator or freezer temperature controls. Notify Biologicals Product Monitors or the back-up coordinator if adjustments are necessary.”

http://www.phac-aspc.gc.ca/publicat/2007/nvshglp-ldemv/index-eng.php
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Hand Monitoring Temperature

+2°C to +8°C = recommended range

Temperatures must be recorded at the 
start and end of each business day

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Automated systems provide a built in redundancy, part of a quality management system to have built in redundancy but don’t replace checking 2x/ day- this is why air travel is so safe! 

5° provides a safety margin for temperature fluctuations 
Important to keep in mind:
The Room Temperature
Min/max thermometers must be reset regularly
Record the temperatures in numerical values on the temperature log each time
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Daily recording 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How frequently are these logs reviewed by the BPC in your unit?
The designated vaccine coordinator should review the log weekly to ensure proper temperature as well as to note any trends 
If there is a temperature excursion a corresponding CCI form will be completed. 

These temperature forms are only as valuable as the analysis of results and the initiation of action based on these results.�
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Temperature Monitoring



 

+2°C to +8°C is the  
recommended range



 

0°C to +2°C: consider as 
“refrigerator conditions”



 

Thermometer accuracy 
(+/- 1° C)



 

“Worst case scenario”


 

Get fridge back in range 
quickly 



 

DO NOT FREEZE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vaccine susceptibility to loss of potency from out-of range temperatures depends on several factors including the presence of an adjuvant in the vaccine, whether the vaccine is live or inactivated, and whether the vaccine preparation is liquid or lyophilized. 
With a +/- 1 ° accuracy on your thermometer, a recording of 0.5 ° could be -0.5 ° or +1.5 °, must always act on worst case assumptions when using VSC

Cold chain incident definition expanded in 2009 to include 0-2 ° as not constituting a cold chain incident with due regard for the sensitivity of the thermometer, but requires immediate corrective action to return fridge to goal of 5 °.

If the temperature recorded is in the shaded zones but trending strongly up or down.
   -Take corrective action
-If the temperature (with accuracy accounted for) is still between 0-8° no report is required (Do you currently record this type of event anywhere?)
-If it is outside of 0-8 °  Immediately report the incident to your local Biological Product Consultant proceed per CCI algorithm
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Adjusting temperature:


 

Temperature out of range:


 

Assume the thermometer is accurate


 

Protect the vaccine first



 

Adjust the temperature: strive for 5º C

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To adjust the temperature:
• Be sure the unit is plugged into the power source.
• If necessary remove all vaccines and store appropriately.
• Check the temperatures inside the refrigerator 
• Adjust the temperature indicator slightly toward a warmer or colder setting as necessary. Adjust the thermostat slowly so as not to exceed the recommended
temperature range, wait a half hour and recheck. 
• Always strive for +5°C to stabilize the refrigerator temperature. Make sure the temperature does not fall below the lower limit or rise above the upper limit of the
recommended refrigerator temperature range of +2°C to +8°C.
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Fridge too hot



 

Polysaccharide vaccines at risk


 

Decreases the infectivity of live attenuated 
vaccines.

© WHO Turkey/2004/Gokhan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Excessive heat damages vaccines by altering the tertiary structure of proteins, causing the dissociation of polysaccharides from their carrier proteins (pneumococcal vaccine).
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Has the cold chain gotten too cold?



 

Inadvertent freezing is now considered the 
most important problem affecting vaccine 
integrity



 

Accidental freezing occurs when vaccines are 
placed too close to the freezer compartment 
of the fridge, or placed too closely to frozen 
ice packs inside insulated containers  



 

Do you precondition your ice packs?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Freeze-sensitive vaccines contain aluminum adjuvants and irreversibly lose potency when exposed to freezing temperatures. Freeze-sensitive vaccines require storage at 2 to 8°C and can lose potency even without visible signs that freezing has occurred. Storing freeze-sensitive vaccines above the recommended temperature range results in a more predictable and gradual loss in potency (Pickering, Wallace & Rodewald, 2006). 

Icepacks come out of the freezer at a temperature of approximately -20°C. Keeping the icepacks at room temperature for a period of time allows the ice at the core of the icepack to rise to 0°C. This process is called “conditioning.” An icepack is adequately conditioned as soon as beads of water cover its surface (sweating).
REF: Matthias, D., Robertson, J., Garrison, M., Newland, S., and Nelson, C. (2007). Freezing temperatures in the vaccine cold chain: a systematic literature review. Vaccine, 25(20). 3980-3986.
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DTP vaccine affected by freezing showing

 
large conglomerates of massed precipitates with crystalline structure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The use of deep-frozen ice packs is the main reason for this. Freezing damages the vaccine- adjuvant matrix, the formation of ice crystals overcomes the repulsion forces between alum particles and to coagulation of these particles. The net result is a loss of vaccine potency. Rural settings tend to experience freezing more frequently than urban settings- often due to ambient temperatures and long transport times between sites. 

In a study of Hepatitis B potency after freezing the potency loss is clear. In settings where vaccine was exposed to freezing, adequate antibody responses occurred in 71 % of immunized children as opposed to 95 % of children vaccinated with vaccine not previously frozen. 
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Packing for travel:



 

Use of tested coolers and thermometers key


 

Ambient temperature important (seasonality)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Packing vaccines for transportation is an art unto itself with many variables to consider, including the ambient temperature, the distance and time in transit, the mode of transportation, the size of the container and the amount of vaccine being packaged. It is very important to qualify a consistent approach to packing vaccines in order to maintain vaccines at the appropriate temperatures during transport.
General packing considerations:
 Use insulating material around vaccines to prevent contact with ice/ and to prevent vaccine movement in transport.
 Maintain vaccines in their original packaging materials
 Don’t forget to add a thermometer
 Clearly label package as vaccine

Don’t open container more than necessary.
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Summer vs. Winter

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Are these configurations used in your health authority for your mass clinics? Are these still useful?
These configurations came from a cooler temperature testing project conducted in Mass Clinics in 2005 and are presented here mainly to demonstrate that vaccine cooler packing may change depending on ambient temperature). They MAY be used as directions if your external temperatures match the information contained on the slides. More information on this project is available at: http://www.bccdc.ca/NR/rdonlyres/4085FC2A-F505-4B79-9CEE-3FC015B99C2E/0/PH5_MassImmunizationColdChainProject_FinalReport_November2006.pdf
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This general insulated cooler packing diagram provides a simplified blueprint for packing vaccines. This diagram is to be tailored per your professional judgment and the temperature/ travel/ clinic conditions. 

The theoretical considerations to be noted on these two slides are:
-That ice packs should be at the top of the cooler- cold air settles. 
-Vaccines should be packed with a temperature monitoring device (preferably a digital maximum-minimum thermometer) with the sensor placed in the centre of the vaccine package.  The vaccine packages should be loosely wrapped in effective insulation material (e.g., bubble wrap, shredded paper). This allows for cool air circulation around the vaccines and minimizes the risk of ‘hot’ or ‘cold’ spots.
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Emergency management:



 

Set up procedures in advance:


 

Weather anticipation


 

Continuous monitoring and alarm systems


 

Designated primary and backup vaccine 
coordinators with emergency contact 
information 



 

Written protocols for situations where power 
is likely to be out for > 4 hours



 

Alternate vaccine storage facility or facilities 
with generators and 72 hours of fuel

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Assume worst case scenario- it never rains it pours! 
Alarmed fridges- how common are they? Discussion point- slide with alarm types?
Establish an office-specific emergency plan for power failures or equipment malfunction. 
• Identify a back-up refrigerator that is accessible, monitored and functional at all times. 
• On the Temperature Form (see 7.0, Resources), record the refrigerator temperature (minimum, maximum and current), room temperature, and time, as soon as possible after the start of the power failure. Reset the thermometer. 
• Place a “DO NOT USE” sign on the refrigerator. Do NOT open the refrigerator except to remove vaccines for alternate storage. 
• On average, the temperature in a powerless refrigerator will increase approximately +1°C per hour. The refrigerator is insulated and able to maintain its temperature, especially if it contains cold ballast (bottles of water). 
• If power is expected to be restored within four hours or less, keep the vaccines in the refrigerator and keep the refrigerator doors closed. 
• If a longer power outage is expected, or if the refrigerator temperature is going out of range quickly, move vaccines to a cooler with ice packs and insulating material. Take the vaccines to a facility that has a functioning monitored refrigerator (i.e. that has power or a back up generator) as per the local emergency plan. 
• Continue to monitor and record refrigerator temperatures for the duration of the outage. If power failures are a common occurrence, centralize vaccine storage to a more power-stable facility. 
• Record the time and refrigerator temperatures (current, minimum and maximum) when the power is restored. 
• Complete the Cold Chain Incident Form and contact your Biologicals Products Consultant if products have been exposed to temperatures outside of the 0°C to +8°C range. 
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Complete Cold Chain 
Incident Form and consult 

with BPC 

Cold Chain Incident within 
Health Authority

ONYES

Quarantine affected 
vaccine in the refrigerator.

Label “Do Not Use”

Are the vaccines still 
useable?

Remove vaccines from 
quarantine.

Label (dot) as being exposed 
to first (or # if multiple) cold 

chain incident.
Maintain a history of 
exposure for affected 

vaccines.
Fax a copy of the Cold 
Chain Incident Form to 

BCCDC at: 604-707-2581

Use affected vaccine first.

Complete the Field Return 
Form and fax to Biologicals 
Desk at 604-707-2581 for 

authorization number, along 
with a copy of the Cold 
Chain Incident Form for 

analysis.

Return vaccines to BCCDC
Do not maintain cold 

chain.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the new algorithm- have you seen it before?

CCI form needs to be faxed ASAP after decision is made. Vaccines should be returned per health authority policy.
REMEMBER TO MAKE SURE THAT THE FIELD RETURN FORM AND THE CCI FORM MATCH.

Use the VSC to make a decision. 
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Vaccine Stability Chart Use


 

BPC responsibility


 

Information from vaccine manufacturers & WHO


 

Vaccine manufacturers- the product monograph or other written 
communications (direct communications in response to queries, 
contract clauses)



 

0-2º, major concern is freezing, if vaccine has not gone below 
zero, there is little to no effect on potency 



 

Accuracy of monitoring device is the key


 

Emphasize that unless otherwise indicated the information in the 
chart is for a single exposure



 

Cumulative nature of exposures- 2nd break generally requires 
further advice from BCCDC pharmacy  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How is the use of this chart going in the field? Difficult to interpret, any trends you have noted?
-The determination that temps between 0-2 degrees was made in concert with all vaccine manufacturers, considered to be refrigerator temps- no theoretical cause for concern until frozen. 
-All clinical trial vaccine is stored between 2-8 degrees. No clinical trial data on the immunogenicity of vaccine stored outside these conditions, however it part of the manufacturing process to rapidly expose vaccine to heat/ cold to see how it fares- done for their own information to see at what rate the vaccine antigen degrades.
-Cumulative nature of breaks: Gardasil has information on cumulative exposures (tends to be by manufacturer) 
-Sanofi= has provided no data.

TUBERSOL- no information in the product monograph or likely to be forthcoming. Is on a case by case basis because we don’t have the necessary level of evidence to add it to the VSC.
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Procedure:


 

BPM made aware of a break, completes cold chain 
incident form



 

BPM approaches BPC with completed CCIF


 

CCIF compared with VSC to determine usability- 
action taken as directed



 

If there is a discrepancy between the VSC and the 
incident Pharmacy contacted- CCIF is faxed to 
assist in determination



 

Clearly label affected vaccine (Red dot them)


 

Use affected vaccine ASAP to avoid the possibility 
of a second break
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Notes:


 

Multi dose vials that have been entered must 
be discarded after any cold chain incident



 

For unreconstituted vaccines only


 

The absence of visible signs of freezing is not 
a viable test, the presence is- even if partial 



 

Unreconstituted, lyophilized vaccines such as 
MMR II, Varilrix/ Varivax are not affected by 
multiple exposures below zero
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Vaccine Stability Chart

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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Vaccine Stability Chart Interpretation



 

Boostrix® (data is different because of 
sources of information)


 

Product monograph- 8 hours at 21º C


 

Contract clause- 2 weeks at 25º C


 

Use the more generous of the two statements 



 

Engerix®


 

7 days at 37ºC (single exposure)


 

Multiple exposures totaling 24 hours at 25ºC
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Upper limits are strict, if you have gone above 25 c you must move to the next box, TAKING INTO ACCOUNT THE ACCURACY OF YOUR THERMOMETER
Boostrix® (data is different because of sources of information)
Product monograph- 8 hours at 21º C
Contract clause- 2 weeks at 25º C
Use the more generous of the two statements 
Engerix®	
7 days at 37ºC (single exposure)
Multiple exposures totaling 24 hours at 25ºC
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Vaccine Stability Chart Interpretation



 

Infanrixhexa ®


 

Unreconstituted vaccine good for 2 weeks at 25C


 

Reconstituted good for 8 hours at 21 degree


 

Gardasil ®


 

Is allowed multiple exposures up to 25 C not exceeding 72 hours 
in total



 

Prevnar ®


 

Is allowed up to 3 separate exposures, each not to be longer than 
24 hours, at temperatures up to 21 C



 

Chart also notes stable at 25 C for 6 months, and stable at 37 C 
for 7 days



 

Consider the maximum allowable temperature and time when 
making decisions (more allowable exposures may be preferable)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are some other examples of situations where you have a choice about how to categorize each break. 

Many lack data information on the stability of the reconstituted vaccine. 
Multiple exposure
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Vaccine Stability Chart Interpretation



 

Imovax Polio/ Td adsorbed 


 

No specific information available for this vaccine


 

The antigen is present in Pediacel, so therefore 
we use the Pediacel data to interpret breaks for 
this vaccine



 

Similar process for IPV, Td-Polio, the 
reference vaccine is Quadracel ®.
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Vaccine Stability Chart-
 

where to from 
here?


 

In the future, manufacturers may be moving 
toward including stability information in their 
product monographs



 

Chart will be updated as more information 
becomes available



 

This has been developed with and shared 
with other jurisdictions within Canada

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If a break is deemed fatal- the following process applies.
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Reporting Cold Chain Incidents

Presenter
Presentation Notes
New draft form with fewer categories and includes other providers. These categories still allow for incident analysis but reduce the chances for errors completing the form. Really the key feature is what the temperature was and the duration of the exposure. 
Without correctly completed forms it is difficult to make any decision about vaccine usability.
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Completing field return forms:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As mentioned before- a field return form should then be completed for vaccine deemed unusable.
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Surplus Vaccine
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Surplus Vaccine



 

Inventory management basics


 

Inventory management tools


 

Forecasting demand for vaccines


 

based on birth cohorts, school enrollment


 

Harvesting Vaccine


 

Manufacturer credit system
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Inventory management basics



 

Consider what you have 
on hand



 

School programs – order 
only the first dose in the 
series



 

Do not stockpile vaccines


 

Review base orders 
quarterly and revise as 
needed

“Excess” = wastageExample: 

Monthly base order – quantity on hand = 
amount to order

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Determining the base order for each vaccine is a key part of vaccine inventory.
To establish a base order consider:
Age cohort
# of doses in routine programs 
Seasonal and program demands 
Small buffer amount  (safety stock)
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Ordering



 

Order according to Vaccine and Pharmacy 
Services delivery schedule



 

Establish a base order


 

New requisition form will require the inputting 
of a base order and doses on hand.

“Excess” = wastage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Delivery schedule: weekly large offices; bi-weekly medium size, monthly smaller
Age cohort: number of births, number of students in a grade
Routine programs = # of doses/infant (2 doses of MMR versus 1 dose varicella)
Seasonal = influenza. Or within a school year 
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Inventory Management tools: The count is 
key!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Inventory accounting is important for vaccine quality management. Proper inventory management means knowing the following:
-what quantities of vaccines and diluents have been received;
-what quantities of vaccines and diluents have been administered, wasted, or spoiled;
-which vaccines and diluents are currently in stock;
-which vaccine and diluent vials should be used first;
-which vaccine and diluent vials are expired and must not be administered;
-how many vaccine and diluent vials are in excess supply and may be returned for -possible credit
-which vaccines and diluents need to be ordered.
How often do you do counts?

http://images.google.ca/imgres?imgurl=http://img268.imageshack.us/img268/5703/countvoncount.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.squidoo.com/sesame-street-toys&usg=__YT2coEuegtUhsMqEb_OtQ-ksm2k=&h=268&w=303&sz=12&hl=en&start=2&sig2=yK5VHEgSI8bclf4IUy6RoQ&itbs=1&tbnid=S3AA8HASfY5HHM:&tbnh=103&tbnw=116&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dthe%2Bcount%26gbv%3D2%26hl%3Den&ei=pb19S-zBCMbTnAfokOnXBw
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Inventory Management Tool-
 

example

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RICHMOND EXAMPLE
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Inventory control systems: Minimum, Maximum and Safety Stock Levels                          

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using a min/max inventory control system will help managers to prevent both over-stocking (which leads to higher wastage) and shortages or stock outs of vaccine and other immunization supplies.
The minimum stock level is the level below which stocks should never drop without having placed an order. It is the amount of stock you will use in the time between
placing and receiving an order plus the reserve or safety stock that is kept for emergencies and unanticipated demand or delivery delays. 
The maximum stock level is set to guard against oversupply which results in losing vaccines to expiration before they can be used. It consists of the minimum stock plus that amount of stock which is normally used between orders.
A min/max system makes sure that the amount of quantity in hand is always between established maximum and minimum stock levels. Maximum and minimum levels are
expressed in number of months of supply rather than quantities. To find out the maximum and minimum quantities for each product, we have to multiply the level
given in months of supply by that product’s average monthly consumption (AMC).
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As noted this form requires the inputting of your base order and doses on hand to determine your order.

Electronic form is coming, may be emailed or printed and faxed. Goal is to mimic panorama ordering process to create a smoother transition in the future.
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Manufacturer credit system



 

As part of purchasing incentives, offered to 
provinces by manufacturers



 

About 43% of vaccine returned to BCCDC 
from the field is creditable



 

Credit rates about 5%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Harvesting vaccine providers and returning unused/ unusable vaccines to BCCDC is important because
Some may be returned for credit. 
Also need harvest to figure out the differences between shipped vaccine and what is entered into IPHIS.
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Pneumococcal Polysaccharide:
Product Specific Contribution to the Total Value of Returns 

(BC End of Period 10 FY2009/10)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pneumo23 is significantly less costly than Gardasil (1/10th the cost), Prevnar (1/7th the cost) and even varicella (1/3rd the cost) so you would expect it to contribute less to the overall value (this is a simplification). However, A LOT of it was returned due to expiry as opposed to cold chain breaks and therefore inventory management (forecasting/ordering, reallocation) need to be addressed.).
The major point is that A LOT of it was returned due to expiry as opposed to cold chain breaks and therefore inventory management (forecasting/ordering, reallocation) need to be addressed.
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Expiry
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Expiry



 

Varicella’s contribution


 

Rotating vaccine in the fridge, inventory 
management (EEFO)



 

Redistribution of vaccine in the field


 

Sending vaccine to BCCDC for reallocation


 

Returns form completion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
earliest-expiry-first-out (EEFO)
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Products contributing to value of returns:
Product Specific Contribution to the Total Value of Returns
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Varicella vaccine has a very high rate of expiration in the field.
Ideas as to why?
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Inventory management



 

“First in, first out” 
management vs. 
“earliest expiry first out”



 

Check expiry date on 
the last business day of 
the month

When the expiration date is 
marked with only a month 
and year, the vaccine or 
diluent may be used up to 
and including the last day of 
the month indicated on the 
vial.

“Expired” = wasted

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presumably more inventory counts and tighter ordering will naturally decrease vaccine loss to expiry
Rotate stock – products that will expire first should be used first
Check expiry date – and remove vaccines from the refrigerator. Failure to do so leads to the administration of an expired product – vaccine error
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Inventory management



 

Check dates of opening 
on multi-dose vials



 

Must be used within 30 
days of first puncture 
unless product 
monograph indicates a 
shorter time

Expired = Wasted
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Redistribution-
 

why & how


 

Vaccine are expensive and can be a scarce 
resource



 

If vaccine is identified as unlikely to be used 
before its expiry it can be moved within a HA 
or within the province- everyone wins!



 

Certain requirements must be met to ensure 
that redistributed vaccine is safe
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Biologicals Return and 
Redistribution Form



 

Cold chain maintained at +2°C to +8°C


 

Products received directly from BCCDC and remained at 
that site



 

Original packaging, sealed, unopened, unused


 

Safe and secure storage site


 

Temperature recorded twice daily


 

3 months dating prior to expiry
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Updating the bpm/ bpc
 

lists
2 choices for submitting changes: 



 

1. Have the consultant forward all changes directly to Jeanie 
Overy electronically: e.g. They could have a copy of our 
spreadsheet and where ever they make the changes reflect it in a 
different color, e-mail it to me and I will up-date our hard copy 
master, as well as, our distribution lists (these are shown below), 
or 



 

2. Have them e-mail me directly with the following 
information: Effective date of change, name, email, health unit 
name, address, phone number, e-mail address, their title: eg 
Consultant, Monitor, and/or backup.

Below are the distribution lists that are affected, and attached is a 
copy of the master that can be used for changes.
_bccdc_Biological_Products_Consultants
_bccdc_Biological_Products_Monitors
_bccdc_BPM_Back_Ups
_bccdc_BPC_Back_Ups
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Thank you



 

Vaccine Wastage Reduction Working Group


 

Immunization Team, BCCDC


 

Vaccine and Pharmacy Services, BCCDC



 

Contact: cheryl.mcintyre@bccdc.ca
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